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SPX Extends Agreement with Krilinex for the Supply of
ClydeUnion Pumps
PARIS, France, October 14, 2014 – SPX, a leading manufacturer of flow
technology solutions, has extended its agreement with the Spanish power
solutions experts, Krilinex Power Solutions, for the supply of its ClydeUnion
Pumps products.
SPX is committed to developing solutions to support the power generation
industry. Its ClydeUnion Pumps’ solutions are widely used and provide proven
reliability and efficiency in critical applications. Krilinex Power Solutions, located in
Bilbao, Spain, already has other SPX brands within its portfolio and has
successfully represented them for a number of years. This strategic partnership
will increase Krilinex’s relevance and portfolio to its customer base through a new
product offering that is well aligned with its existing business.
Colin Elcoate, VP Business Development – Power at SPX, commented, “Krilinex
has in-depth understanding and experience in power solutions and has
successfully represented SPX Dry and Wet Cooling and Copes Vulcan brands for
many years. It is an extremely professional business, has broad knowledge of
applications within the power industry and detailed understanding of the
technology it represents. We are confident that the service Krilinex provides will
add value to the ClydeUnion brand and its local customers”
Krilinex has successfully represented the SPX Cooling Technologies and Copes
Vulcan brands for several years and the relationship between the companies is an
established one. Its success in power generation projects comes from a strong
relationship with the industry and its consistent supply of high quality, high
performance solutions.
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Fidel Olozaga, Deputy General Manager, Krilinex Power Solutions said,
“ClydeUnion Pumps is an excellent brand and produces extremely high quality
products that meet the modern demands of the power industry. We continually
strive to ensure we offer the best solutions to our customers, delivering real value,
efficiency, reliability and performance to their applications. The ClydeUnion
Pumps brand will extend our offering in line with this approach and is sure to be
well received.”
Both SPX and Krilinex place value on assured quality, performance, efficiency and
safety in power applications. The commitment both companies have to supporting
and developing their solutions for the power industry has made the partnership a
successful one. The addition of the leading ClydeUnion Pumps brand to the
Krilinex portfolio is a natural next step for both parties and is sure to bring
increased benefit to their customers.
About SPX:

Based in Charlotte, North Carolina, SPX Corporation (NYSE: SPW) is a global, multi-industry
manufacturing leader with approximately $5 billion in annual revenue, operations in more than 35
countries and over 14,000 employees. The company's highly-specialized, engineered products
and technologies are concentrated in Flow Technology and energy infrastructure. Many of SPX's
innovative solutions are playing a role in helping to meet rising global demand for electricity and
processed foods and beverages, particularly in emerging markets. The company's products
include food processing systems for the food and beverage industry, critical Flow components for
oil and gas processing, power transformers for utility companies, and cooling systems for power
plants. For more information, please visit www.spx.com
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